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Editorial

It is my pleasure to write this Editorial to announce the launch of Special Issue “Immune-Metabolism” in the Journal of Immunobiology. This issue will cover basic and translational research about Immune-Metabolism in human health and diseases. This issue will cover several categories of manuscripts including Reports, Article, Mini-review, and Opinion. We welcome the studies of relative underappreciated topics such as “innate-metabolism” and “adaptive-metabolism” in all physiological and pathological bioprocesses.

To meet biological demands of any immune cells, cellular metabolism fuels biological programs including activation and proliferation, while metabolic alterations are modulated by extracellular signals, mediating the direct uptake and utilization of nutrients such as glucose and glutamine [1-3]. Maintaining the functional roles of immune cells, cellular metabolism firstly provides the substrates for ATP synthesis, supporting continuous and various cellular programming of activated immune cells. Secondly, cellular metabolism supplies the building blocks for macromolecules synthesis including DNA, RNA and proteins, essential for the immune cell proliferation and activation [4,5].

In this issue, we will contain the current status and challenges of cellular metabolism in all immune cells as well as how it is regulated through key modulators such as RNA-binding proteins or non-coding RNAs. We trust “Immune-Metabolism” Issue would be a favourable choice and bridge for both immunity and metabolism field. With our warmest invitations, we hope the scientists to submit their works to this issue in the journal.
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